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Polar cap potential saturation during large geomagnetic storms
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Abstract

We present evidence that the cross polar cap potential saturates during the Bastille Day geomagnetic storm which is characterized
by large values of the driving interplanetary electric and magnetic fields. Empirical models that were derived and constrained for
more benign solar wind conditions severely over-predict the cross polar cap potential for this event. Global simulation results show
that the magnetopause moves significantly inward as a result of compression and erosion of the magnetosphere. We propose a
model that explains the potential saturation primarily as an effect of the shortened x-line. An appropriately modified empirical
model gives much better potential prediction, supporting our hypothesis.
� 2005 Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of COSPAR.
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1. Introduction

The ionosphere potential patterns in Earth�s polar
caps are of fundamental importance for magnetospheric
physics. They reflect the convection state of the magne-
tosphere which is very difficult to measure using in situ
observations because of a lack of sufficient data. How-
ever, the polar cap potential pattern can be estimated
with fairly high accuracy and at high spatial and tempo-
ral resolution using measurements from low Earth orbit-
ing satellites (Papitashvili et al., 1999; Hairston et al.,
1999), from radars (Ruohoniemi and Greenwald, 1995;
Greenwald et al., 1999; Shepherd et al., 1999), from
ground magnetometers (Kamide et al., 1981), or from
a combination thereof using assimilative techniques
(Richmond, 1992; Richmond et al., 1997, 1998; Lu
et al., 1994, 1995; Knipp, 1993). An even simpler mea-
sure of the ionospheric and magnetospheric convection
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state can be obtained from the cross polar cap potential
(CPCP), that is, the difference between the maximum
and the minimum of the potential in one hemisphere.
Because there are in general more measurements avail-
able from the northern polar cap, we discuss in this pa-
per only northern hemisphere data model results;
relatively little is known about the relation between
the potential differences between the hemispheres (Lu
et al., 1994).

The relation of the CPCP to the driving of the solar
wind and the IMF has been extensively studied (Boyle
et al., 1997; Doyle and Burke, 1983; Reiff et al., 1985,
1981; Burke et al., 1999). Most of these studies are based
on regression analysis of measured CPCP versus driving
parameters in the solar wind. Generally, the strongest
correlations are those with the IMF Bz component and
with the interplanetary electric field (IEF) component
Ey (=VSW · Bz), with minor contributions from the so-
lar wind dynamic pressure, velocity, and density. Im-
proved correlations are found if the rectified IMF Bz is
used, i.e., if the contribution of a northward IMF is dis-
carded. For northward IMF, the models then predict a
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‘‘quiet time’’ or ‘‘baseline’’ CPCP that is of the order of
at most a few 10 s of kV. The correlations always exhibit
a lot of scatter and the correlation coefficients rarely
exceed values �0.8. The relatively poor correlation be-
tween the CPCP and the SW/IMF parameters may be
due to a number of reasons, including uncertainties of
the CPCP estimation, difficulty in estimating the correct
SW/IMF condition because of less-than-optimal solar
wind monitor locations, time delays in the ionospheric
response (Bargatze et al., 1985), or simply because there
is no linear response of the CPCP to changing solar
wind and IMF conditions.

More recently, attention has been drawn to the SW/
IMF–CPCP relationship during periods of very strong
forcing, that is, during geomagnetic storms. Although
some earlier studies had indicated that the CPCP may
saturate during periods of strong forcing (Reiff et al.,
1981; Reiff and Luhmann, 1986), other studies did not
confirm saturation effects (Boyle et al., 1997) and thus
the topic remains controversial.

More recently, Russell et al. (2001), re-analyzing data
published by Burke et al. (1999) showed that more recent
storms clearly exhibited CPCP saturation. This study
indicated that a saturation effect may occur for values
of the IEF as low as 3 mV/m, however, the data used
in this study exhibit a large amount of scatter and also
seem to be consistent with a larger saturation threshold.
Siscoe et al. (2002) have attempted to explain the poten-
tial saturation using a modified version of the Hill model
of the transpolar potential (Hill et al., 1976; Hill, 1984)
which predicts that the CPCP limitation is caused by
the ram-pressure limited region 1 current system which
in the case of saturation replaces the Chapman–Ferraro
currents to provide the J · B force balance at the magne-
topause. They also compare this theoretical model with
results from the ISM global magnetosphere model and
find a good agreement between the two models. They
do not, however, compare the model predictions with
any data or with empirical models.

The current solar maximum now offers a plethora of
new geomagnetic storm data which allow us for the first
time to perform much more detailed comparisons be-
tween the data and models. In particular, we have now
data at hand that cover extreme solar wind driving con-
ditions. In this study, we pick one of these events (the so-
called Bastille Day storm of July 14/15 2000), analyze its
geomagnetic impact and compare with the results from
our global model. Based on these comparisons, we offer
a new model of CPCP saturation and discuss its relation
with the existing models.
Fig. 1. The Bastille Day storm (black lines) in relation to other storms
in the 1998–2000 period (gray lines). The epoch time is chosen to be the
onset of the storm main phase. From top to bottom: The DST index,
the interplanetary electric field Ey component, the IMF Bz component,
and the dynamic pressure of the solar wind.
2. The Bastille Day storm

The Bastille Day storm is one of the ‘‘great’’ storms
of this cycle maximum with a peak DST value of about
�300 nT. It also stands out because the IMF reaches
very strong negative values of up to �60 nT and the
interplanetary electric field (IEF) reaches values of up
to 70 mV/m. In Fig. 1, we compare this storm with 11
other storms of the 1998–2000 time period. The values
of DST, IME Ey, IMF Bz, and the dynamic pressure
are plotted in �epoch� fashion, where the epoch time is
chosen to be the onset of the storm main phase as seen
in the top panel. Values for the Bastille Day storm are
plotted as black lines, whereas the values for the other
storms are plotted in light gray without specific distinc-
tion between these storms. The main purpose of this fig-
ure is to put the Bastille Day storm into context and to
show that, although its DST values are roughly compara-
ble to the other storms, both Ey and Bz are significantly
larger compared to the other storms. This figure also
shows that the dynamic pressure of the solar wind dur-
ing the Bastille Day storm is not significantly different,
in particular during the main phase.

Fig. 2 shows in the top panel the IMF Bz for the
Bastille Day storm, in the middle panel the CPCP from
the model (gray line) and from AMIE (black line), and
in the bottom panel the AU and AL indices computed
from a large number of auroral zone magnetometers.
Again, the model predictions are shown with a gray line
and the data with a solid black line. The predicted AU
and AL indices are computed using first principles,



Fig. 2. IMF Bz and geomagnetic activity of the Bastille Day storm.
Second panel: polar cap potential from the model (gray) and from
AMIE (black). Bottom panel: AL and AU indices from the model
(gray) and observed (black).

Fig. 3. Various model predictions of the CPCP during the Bastille Day
storm versus the observed (AMIE estimated) CPCP. �RMS� is the root
mean square error.
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i.e., using Biot–Savart�s law for a number of auroral sta-
tions (see Raeder et al. (2001a) for details.) The main
characteristics of this storm are: (i) the storm sudden
commencement (SSC) around 1430 UT that signals the
arrival of the leading interplanetary shock, (ii) the
sheath of the interplanetary coronal mass ejection
(ICME) between 1430 and 1930 UT, and (iii) the ICME
proper, starting at �1930 UT. The IMF is already long
before the SSC strongly southward oriented and thus
possibly preconditioning the magnetosphere. The ICME
sheath is characterized by large excursions of the IMF
Bz and By (not shown here) with amplitudes of a about
20 nT. In the ICME proper, the IMF rotates quickly to
about �60 nT (due south) at 2000 UT and afterward
slowly towards a more northward orientation. Compar-
ing the first two panels it is obvious that the CPCP does
not follow the IMF Bz very closely. Although there is
some degree of anti-correlation between the curves, sim-
ple visual inspection does not indicate a strong correla-
tion as one would expect from the empirical models. The
match between the data and the model predictions is
reasonable, both for the CPCP and the auroral indices.
The model predicts somewhat higher CPCP values, but
basically stays within the bounds of observed values.
The same is true for the AU and AL values. Here, the
model predicts a good fraction of the individual �onsets�
and the disturbance levels are comparable to the
observed ones (see Raeder et al. (2001b) for details).
3. Potential saturation

In Fig. 2, it is obvious that there is no good correlation
between the IMF Bz or the IME Ey (the solar wind veloc-
ity is fairly constant at �1100 km/s, not shown here) and
CPCP. Consequently, we expect that most of the empir-
ical models will not provide very accurate predictions of
the CPCP. This is shown in Fig. 3, which displays the
predicted CPCP from three of these models (Boyle
et al., 1997; Doyle and Burke, 1983; Reiff et al., 1981)
and the prediction from our global MHD model versus
the AMIE CPCP estimates. The black line in this figure
has unit slope indicating the perfect prediction. There
is significant scatter of the predicted values in all of the
models which is probably due to the possible reasons
given in Section 1. However, there is also a systematic
over prediction of the CPCP for all of the models, in
some cases by more than a factor of 6. The Figure also
shows the RMS error for the various models. The Reiff
et al. (1981) model and the global MHD model show
the least scatter and predict a limitation of the CPCP val-
ues at 400 and 350 kV, respectively. The Reiff et al. model
has such a limitation built in (Reiff et al., 1981) in a
empirical fashion, while the MHD model produces the
limitation self-consistently as we shall see in the follow-
ing. The other models do not limit the CPCP in any
way which thus leads to extreme and unrealistic pre-
dicted CPCP values. The largest CPCP values that are
typically observed lie in the 250–300 kV range, while
the model predictions are as large as 1400 kV. In fairness
to these models we note, however, that theses models
were never designed or constrained for such driving
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conditions. Thus, applying them to such conditions puts
them way out of their range of validity. Inspecting the
predictions of these models for such extreme conditions
is, however, instructive because it shows that a seemingly
linear relationship that holds well for typical benign con-
ditions should not be extrapolated. It also points us to
the importance of understanding the underlying physical
processes in constructing predictive models.
4. Saturation process

The simplest model of solar wind–ionosphere coupling
is that during southward IMFconditions, reconnection at
the dayside magnetopause opens a window that allows
open field lines to connect from the ionosphere directly
to the solar wind. In steady state, then, the electric field
would directly map from the solar wind into the iono-
sphere (Kelley, 1989). In reality, this mapping would be
affected by the reconnection efficiency f that reduces the
electric field that actually acts on the ionosphere. This so-
lar wind–ionosphere coupling process may equivalently
be expressed in terms of stresses and flows (Parker,
Fig. 4. The subsolar magnetopause distance on July 15, 2000 as
derived from the model.

Fig. 5. Predicted CPCP with the scaled Boyle m
1996; Strangeway et al., 2000), but for the sake of simplic-
ity we will stick with the electrodynamic description here.
The CPCP DU may then be expressed as: DU � L · E,
where L is the length of the x-line and E the electric field
at the x-line. Because L is proportional to the magneto-
pause distance from Earth RMP and because E is propor-
tional to the IME Ey we may also write:

DU ¼ f � RMP � Ey ; ð1Þ
where we have lumped the proportionality constants
into the factor f.

Fig. 4 shows the magnetopause (MP) distance RMP

from the MHD model as a function of time for the per-
iod of interest. The magnetopause moves very close to
Earth, in particular during the storm main phase. The
simulation result is very realistic, it is has been shown
to match the magnetopause crossings of 3 geostationary
GOES satellites very closely (Raeder et al., 2001a). Both
MP erosion (Shue et al., 2001) and compression contrib-
ute to the close MP distance. However, because the dy-
namic pressure is not so much elevated erosion seems to
be the main factor. Thus, if Eq. (1) holds, the saturation
of the CPCP should be mainly due to the shortening of
the x-line by magnetopause erosion. In order to test this
hypothesis, we have scaled the Boyle CPCP model by
RMP/R0, where R0 = 11RE is the nominal MP distance.
We have chosen the Boyle model because it is based
on the largest statistical data set and because it shows
the best correlation between the observed and the pre-
dicted CPCP when there is no CPCP saturation.

The result with the scaled Boyle model is shown in
Fig. 5, along with the MHD model results. Clearly,
the Bolyle model is much improved by this scaling and
its RMS error is now much closer to that of the MHD
model. Thus, the shortening of the x-line does indeed
seem to play a major role in CPCP saturation.
5. Summary and discussion

We have shown that at least for one event, the
Bastille Day Storm, CPCP saturation occurs. This is
odel versus the AMIE CPCP estimates.
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evident both from the data and from a MHD simula-
tion. Most empirical CPCP models were never designed
or constrained for such extreme events as this storm.
Thus, they produce CPCP predictions that are much
too large . The MHD model results indicate that a sim-
ple geometrical effect, that is, shorteninig of the dayside
x-line due to magnetopause erosion and compression
may explain, at least in part, this saturation effect. We
have tested this hypotheses by appropriately scaling
the Boyle model. Such scaling does indeed improve the
prediction efficiency of that model substantially, thus
underpinning our hypothesis. With respect to Siscoe�s
model (Siscoe et al., 2002) we note that our model is
not in contradiction to their model. Compression and
erosion of the magnetopause does indeed increase the re-
gion 1 currents as the Siscoe model predicts. An interest-
ing question is how other predictions of out model and
the Siscoe model compare. For example, our model also
predicts that the CPCP should decrease with increasing
SW dynamic pressure and all other parameters being
equal. The Siscoe model predicts exactly the opposite.
These predictions may be difficult to test using data be-
cause the dynamic pressure dependence is fairly weak
and may be masked by fluctuations in the data. Global
simulations, however, may be able to answer some of
these questions.
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